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Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Services and Technologies for professional catering since 1973

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

EM-SYSTEM35 EUROMATIC BELL VACUUM PACKAGING MACHINE for
counter, SYSTEM Line, CHAMBER mm. 360x400x190h,
350 mm WELDING BAR. VACUUM PUMP 12 / 14.4
meters / cubic / hour, V.230 / 1, Kw. 0,45, Weight Kg.
50, external dimensions mm. 460x500x420h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION
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COUNTER BELL VACUUM PACKAGING MACHINE, SYSTEM Line with DIGITAL CONTROLS :

New series of digital counter top packaging machines;
Equipped with brand new electronic card ;
Digital control panel with 3 editable and customizable programs;
1 program for marinating meat ;
350 mm sealing bar with completely renewable wiring;
Pump self- cleaning / heating system for optimal management of the packaging machine, reducing maintenance times and costs;
GASTROVAC function for creating external vacuum in GN containers;
EXTRAVAC function , which offers a second vacuum phase lasting 5 seconds (particularly suitable for minced and boned meat);
Quick stop / welding;
Carter with 90 ° opening to facilitate access to the inside of the packaging machine;
Vacuum chamber 360x400x190h mm, made of stainless steel molded in a single piece with rounded corners for maximum hygiene and easy
cleaning;
12 / 14.4 meters / cubic / hour vacuum pump;
Simple and immediate electronics , 18-level sealing for any type of bag;

Note : Possibility of external vacuum with the use of embossed envelopes , (as shown in the photo).

OPTIONAL / ACCESSORIES :
Possibility of vacuuming in external containers or gastro-norm basins using a special kit - Code EMATUBOGN.
Predisposition for inert gas kit - Code EMGASINERTE.
Sealing bar with piston lifting - Code EMBSP.
Sealing bar with envelope excess cut (scrap ) - Cod. EMTS.
Bell stop bar - Code EMBF.
Inclined plane for liquid packaging - Code EMPI.
Machine support trolley - Code EMCR.

CE mark
Made in Italy

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 5060
motor power capacity (Kw) 0,45

net weight (Kg) 50
breadth (mm) 460

depth (mm) 500
height (mm) 450

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

EM-BF

TECHNOCHEF - Bell holder, Mod.BF
Bell stop bar

EM-BSPVE

Sealing bar with piston
Piston lifting sealing bar
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EM-PI

Inclined plane, Mod.PI
Inclined surface for liquid packaging, suitable for bell-
shaped packaging machines

EM-TUBOGN

Tube with adapter sleeve in gastro containers
Tube with adapter sleeve in gastro containers

EM-GSR

Gas inert, Mod.GSR
Inert gas kit for chamber vacuum machines

EM-CR

Machine Support Trolley, Mod.CR
Support trolley
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